How to search words in Corpus Concordance English
Key user setting

Corpus Concordance English v.7

Choose a corpus

Keyword(s): equals

In corpus: Brown (1 million wds)

Search word(s)

Sort By 1 word(s) to Left of keyword | Line Width 120 | Number of Lines 1,000 | Gapped? No

On STARTS or FAMILY searches, "sort by keyword" gives distribution of forms

OPTION: With associated word(s) within 4 words to Either side
and NONE of these words anywhere in the line

+ Scan for any recurring word (potential colloc.) within 5 words presenting <= 4 times

DEMOS: Demo 1 Demo 2 Demo 3 Demo 4 Demo 5 de-homynisers >> River bank Money bank

Reset Get concordance
How to search words?

Search Result: comfort

Keyword(s): equals
- comfort
  - In corpus: Brown (1 million wds)

Search Result: comfort; comfortable; comforting; comfortably; uncomforted; uncomfortable; comforts

Keyword(s): family
- comfort
  - In corpus: Brown (1 million wds)

Search Result: comfort; comfortable; comforting; comfortably; comforted; comforts

Keyword(s): starts
- comfort
  - In corpus: Brown (1 million wds)

Keyword(s): ends
- ness
  - In corpus: Brown (1 million wds)

Possible Result: absoluteness; aggressiveness; agreeableness; awareness; bitterness; blindness; brightness; business; consciousness; darkness; effectiveness; fairness; forgiveness; goodness; readiness; weakness
controls

use the ‘Controls’ options to define how to sort the concordance lines
use the ‘option’ to find out associated word(s) for the target word.